Honorary and Memorial gifts made to Second Harvest Food Bank Santa Cruz County

In Honor of

August 1, 2021 to October 31, 2021

Willy’s Retirement from Maria Torres
Dominican Hospital Medical Staff from Nanette Mickiewicz
Conrad Santos from Lisa Scott-Ponce
Greg Scogstad from Craig Norleen
Bert Moulton from Shannon Johnson
Margaret and Alice Flynn from William and Marie Wolk
Family and dear friends from Karen Brown
The birthday of Cathleen Novak from Catherine Novak
Zach Crowley from Brett Martino
In Honor of (cont’d)

Claudia Sternbach from Sena Dolowich
Debbie McKee from Steve and Christine Engel
Happy birthday to Sydney Hessel from John Hessel
Christine and Steve Holmlund from Sarah Mussulman
Bobby Northern from Mary Charboneau
All those helping our community from Ginny Aragon
The Lutheran Community Church from Erma Jo Hewett

My dear cousin, Ricardo Suarez, from Ana England
The Edison, Vickers and Parrish families from Martha Vickers and Ronald Parrish
Dennis Kwon from Jesse Lash and Christine Kirkcaldy
Happy Birthday to Dawn Blackburn from Ruth Smith and Patrick O’Connell
Gail Overbeck from Brenda Cornell
The Fontes Family from Jorge, Jennifer and Colton Fontes
Happy Birthday to Teri Hessel from John Hessel
The birthday of Robert Minnis from Douglas Minnis
Janet Kittleson from Mary Crouser
Janet and Bill Bumgarner from Terrie and Joel Dietrich
In Memory of

November 1, 2020 to October 31, 2021

Ted Hubbard from Elizabeth Nissen
Colton Cutchen from Marilyn Kessler
Chris Bockover from Richard Bockover
Fran (Papa) Myers from Patrice and Bill Fernald
Betty Gerrity from Caeli Perrelli
Marguerite and Ron Hillerby from Julia Prehm
Native coastal Californians from Tiffany Kostigen
Mumper
Dean Bowman from Jan Bowman
Billie Vories from Carolyn Ames
Ignatius (Bud) LoMonaco St. from Michael LoMonaco
Tsilya Vityagaylovskaya from Victoria and Michel Stone
Teri from Arik Florimonte
Ruth Hightower from Christy Hightower
Two grandmothers, Gowramma Ubrani and Sundari Mani, from Manasa Murthy
Clara Kanna from Annette Taylor
Elijah Dennis-Benford from Nicole Dennis
Chris Ow from Carol Sisney and Janice Enzweiler
Elizabeth Offermann from Walter and Dorothy Mayeda
Max from Deidra Lunn
In Memory of (cont’d)

Mary Lee Johnson from Curtiss and Myrna Johnson
Dianne Turner from Diane Steinberg
Stan Hajduk from Janet and Terry Byers
Charlotte & Phillip “A” Holmes from Susan Holmes
Pete and Marilyn Chattin from Kathleen Chattin
Bob Del Po from Megan Tresham
Aaron Yellin from Marc and Nancy Yellin
Suzanne Duval from Alex and Lou Florimonte
Grandma D Pickard from Katie Harding
Frances Michaelson from Rabbi Richard and Nancy Litvak
Jacqueline Ku from Nicole Tsao
Tom Chapin from Jane Greenfield
Cory Cannon from Diana Woods
Joe and Ruth Lynch from Pat Lynch Lehrmann
Christopher Shorten from Wendy Cannon
Patricia Bell from Sally Hicks
My loving mother, Joyce Lehr, from Kate Evard
Mary Macy from Linda Macy
Mother from Jessica Costa
Joh Sagen from Melody Sharp
Michael Tobin from Sheila Tobin
Al Stevens from Colleen O’Reilly
Betsy Hill from Beverly and Phil Furniss
In Memory of (cont’d)

John Franzman from Sherry Frahm and Joyce Franzman
My beloved parents from Leslie Cucuel
Ivette Silverman from Mark Zalona
Mom from Debra Requa
Helen J Roberts from Sharon Obrien
Mark Nordstrom from Denise Ahlstrom
Tom Chaffin from Shmuel Thaler, Cathy Cytron and Gail Pellerin
Harriet McFarlene from Claire Whitelaw
Mary Lima from JoAnn Cymanski
Joshue Wolff from Celia Brezner
Barbara Christy from Noriko Aso and Alan Christy
Babaji from Kami Pacheco
Linda Hoyt from Cheryl Feintech and Toni Adams
Melanie Benedetti from Paul and Kathleen Binding
Daniel and Phyllis Asturias from Maria Asturias
HK and Elizabeth Books from Gwynneth Heil
David Bakaley from Stephen Bakaley
Maurice and Lorraine Chevalier from Jayne Wallner
Edith Walter from Carolyn lewis
Sally Anderson from Marty Ackerman
Elizabeth Soltis from Jeanne Stewart
Laura Bohland from Amanda Pancho
In Memory of (cont’d)

My mom and dad, Robert and Mary Jean Mickelson, from James Mickelson
Phillip Fraser from Steve Scheiblauer
Stephen Holber from Sabina Holber
Mavis Crede from Tammie and Timothy Weigl
Fan-Chien Kung from Sherlynn Kung
Ivette Silberman from Mark Zalona
Max Rosenberg from Michael Rosenberg
Bill Tidmore from Robert Tidmore
Raymond Chin from Kathryn Mintz
Tom Smith from Mike Lelieur
Carolyn Anne Merrill from Aimee Merrill
Tom Vincent from Janiece and Joseph Andes
Lucy Chang from Julie Kileen
Mary Barden McCue from Margaret McCue
Nikki Howe from Julia Howe
Bobby Salazar from Melissa Salazar
Granma Ruth Tracy from Nathan Tracy
Robert White from Kathleen Hughes, Gayle and Joseph Ortiz, Mary and Mark Ripma, Wnedy and Richard Lewis, Larry Millsap, Steven Watkins, and Margaret Gordon
Ann E. Lewis from Heather Lewis Sebring
Luke from Thomas Gordon
Derek Elkins from Krista Henneman
Celso Rodriguez from Edna and Thomas Brandow
In Memory of (cont’d)

My mother, Rachel Hulsey, from Lauretta and Gary Anderson
Christine Sperry from Tibi McCann
Karla Ramirez from Irma Lopez
Elias Lammam from Suzanne Ise
Rugh Hightower from Christy Hightower
Kathy Jagger from Patrick and Kathleen Jagger
Carol Downs form Kathy Doyle
Adina Reshotko from Laurie Tanenbaum
Cynthia C Jones from Michael Jones
Anita and Jere Prather from Sabine Prather
Donald Baczynski from Dawna and Stephen Daddario
Christina Rose Drummond from Susan Bernstein
Christopher Raynor from Franco Tandoi
Dr Allan Bayer from Adam Bayer
Jimmy and Santiago Lomeli from Norma Lomeli
Elizabeth and Harold Books from Gwynneth Heil
Joe Legallet from Steve Legallet
Bill Adams from Moani Adams
Ann Sundgren from Julia Armstrong
Mary Helen Morelli from Nicole Morelli
Clifford Dong from John Ertel
James W Hober from Margo Hober
Eric Muller from Charles Muller
In Memory of (cont’d)

Louis Mitchell from Ruth Mitchell
Patricia Forrest from George Lewis
Patrick Jones from Sean Richmond
Bruce North from Brad North
Linda Italia and Greg Wootten from Julie and Jerry Tobin
Clayton Odgen from Kenny Simon
Andy Neher from Melissa McGuffin
Gizelle Bertha from Lindsey Otis, Janice Otis
Joe Brezner from Celia Brezner
Takashi Shinoda from Lilinoe and Dale Manischalchi
Mary Loise Moses from J Matthew Coale
Ed Jensen from Patrick Jones
Christie Nichols from Ed Jameyson
John Dority from Diana Dority
Kelly Hurley from Shannon and Gregory Hurley
Helen Bird from Ginny Aragon
Alice Booth from Patricia Suppes
Brian MacNeary from Lawrence Musgrave
Michel Groleau from Lise Groleau
Thomas Ortiz from Ellen Ortiz
Donna Campbell from Diane and Stafford Warren
Gabriel Suarez from Vic and Gloria Suarez
In Memory of (cont’d)

Shirley Monaco from Richard Jones and Donna Cederlund
Sherwin Shayne from Ted Mancuso
Peggy Ogg from Bruce Hunter
Tamarin Luchessa from Dana Alden
Margaret Rilla from Len Finocchio
Phil Ross from Robyn Ross
Jack Baskin from Marianne and Fred Mejia
Christopher Ow from Chungmin Weng, Judith Ow, Michael Arnone
Beatrice Drobac from Nicholas Drobac
Richard Jensen from Erika and Steve Solberg
Tamara Burchell from Sharon Romanowsky
Mark and Luba Ross from Lola Ross
Dorothy Sunzeri from Lynne Lenger
Kathleen Reedy from Patty Sapone
Greta Murphy from Kathryn Murphy
Rianda McClure from Melania Ciapponi
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
Gayle Laird from Patricia Martin-Heath
Betty Stella from Rick Stella
Shirley Gordon from Kathy Gordon
Aleksander from Derek and Agnieszka Vowles
Herman Phillips from Brenda Armstrong
In Memory of (cont’d)

Betty Lou Martinez from Camille Martinez
Isaac Levy from Rosemary Zumwalt
Rosemary Macksey from Margaret Macksey
Elaine Bornmann from Judy Eaglewoman
Scott Garcelon from Julia Smith
Jeanne Cervantes from Holly Torres
Kathryn Anne Harrison from David Harrison
Lenard and Elaine Steiner from Andrea Steiner
Lamercie Lafrance from Gina Ulysse
Valerie Charon from Deborah Kertai
Eleanor Prather from Danielle Pateman
Leo Benjamin Deever from Lisa Swaim
Alec Stouras from Grace Kistler-Fair
Vera Hope from Henry Bates
Mary Lou Jensen from Amy Cara
Madelyn Keller from Eliot Kalman
Marylee Kinney from Michelle and Kevin Kimmey
Mamie Alberti from Marie Noto
Amanda Hodgin Boyd from Lizz Hodgin Weihrauch
RK from Leslie Auerbach
Hartley Brenner from Joanne Brenner
Norma Hall from John McDonald
Lauren Larson Yurgelvic from Linda and Peter Difranco
Andrea Wulfing from Raina Singh
In Memory of (cont’d)

Helen Dinny Nemacheck from Evelyn and Carl Taylor
Wayne Thomopson from Cheryl and Kenneth
Wagner Everdyn Wescoat from Darryl Thornton
Donald and Rosemary Newman, Lad Vinson from Kathleen Vinson
Garrett Mazzei from Charlotte and Mike Mazzei
Diana Dure-Biondi from Suz Howells
Judith Marie Rossow from Susan Sebring
Justin Potter from Chris Karzag
Baba Mahmoud from Cameron Tehranchi
Sherly Robertson from Sierra Schneider
Dorla and Walt, Lillian and Art Bender and Holmlund from Christine and Steve Holmlund
Todd Beyer from Dawn Shelton
Sgt Damon Gutzwiller from Steve Anderson
Dennis Cox from Joanna Wishner
Scott Fitinghoff from James Kelly, Anne Evans
Stephen Martinelli from Jackie Foster
Chuck Mickelson from Gwendolyn Jourdonnais
Marjorie Treat Sherman from Douglas Murray
LC from Ruth DiMarzio
Charles Ambelang from Erendira and Seth Rubin
Richard White from Tracie White
Virginia from Samuel Morrison
In Memory of (cont’d)

Henry Sakae and Satoshi Hirahara from Lisa Hirahara
Chanon Dhillon from Namrita Dhillon
Denny, Julie and Kim Kettmann from Dorenda Kettmann
Sandi Cutler from Geoff Cutler
Maria Juarez Lopez from Suzanna Lopez
Hubert Cross from Aaron Piazza
Debra Trumbull from Jacqueline Trumbull
Missy McDill from Sue Quijano
Alma from Sofia Sorensen and Stewart Jenkins
Mary C Ferrick
Marjorie and Sherman Hauser from Annetta Rathe
Jean Lecocq from Annemarie Lecocq
Rosemarie Bailey from Barbara Bailey-Porter
Sally Anderson from Cassandra Hope
Nancy Cooper from James Cooper
David Nieuwstad from Valerie Klem
Jeanette Gronski
Rem and Louise Burbank from Kathleen Taylor
Patrick Cahill from Maureen Cahill
Ray McCawley from Raymond Schmidt and Loree McCawkey
Sandra Beddow from Mary Beddow
Raphael Ezekiel from Magalete Ezekiel
In Memory of (cont’d)

Michael Napoli from Brandon Napoli
Sunshine
Leo Wall from Maureen Hebert
Michael Moffat from Carol and Glenn Moffat
Barbara Stroup from Linda Haas
Mom and Dad from Jeff Hurley
George, Lisa and Fred Crone from Catherine and Andrew Orgain
Pat Worley from Stephen King
Marion Vincenti from Lisa Vincenti
Betti Kirby from Susan and Rick Rozario
Max and Michael Auerbach, Randall Kenan from Leslie Auerback
Ralph and Lorraine Johnson from Donald Johnson
Ami Fahrenbach from Christine Fahrenbach
Betty Sturdivan from Dian Christman
Ray Lage from Katie Lage
Isaac Levy from Rosemary Zumwalt
Ralph Griffin from Maureen Brandi
Jack Baskin from Marianne and Fred Mejia
Paul H. and Peggy A. Hayashi from Kenneth Hayashi
Tamara Burchell from Sharon Romanowsky
Ruth E Strasser from Maryann Hauf
All those who lost their lives to Covid-19 from Svea and Richard Scholten
In Memory of (cont’d)

Julie Wright from Tarah Hudelson
Gizell Bertha from Janice Otis
Santiago Tehandon from Ann Pomper
Uncle Dick Freeman from Katie Freeman
Gertrud Stockton from Martha Alderson
Jody Upham Billings from Christopher Upham
Rose Rich from Shalom Compost
Jennie Feldman and Helen Rose Sheves from Stephen Bakaley
Joyce Donovan from Katherine Donovan
Beatrice and Joseph Romero, Lucy Cabrera from Lisa Scott-Ponce
Tamara Burchell from Sharon Romanowsky
Robert “Bob” White from Margy Cottle
Thomas V Barker, MD from Ruth Barker
Joan Scholz from Brian Scholz
Beverly Bonde from Peter Bonde
The Gandy family from Curtis Gandy
Tamara Burchell from Sharon Romanowsky
Rosemary Rovick from Bridget Dumas
Ivette Silberman from Mark Zalona
Mick Schwab from Kenneth and Teresa Gregory
Glenn Moffat from Mark Gonia
Mickie Magnusson from Yong Bai
In Memory of (cont’d)

Ethan from Maggie and Bradford Smith
Ron Looney from Cheri and Kenneth Wagner
Marion Palm from Lisa Palm and Rita Miller
David Buckley from Craig Norleen
Sandi Kuerzel from Michael and Rainee Belanger
Jack Baskin from Marianne and Freddie Mejia
Ivette Silberman from Mark Zalona
Rob Osborne from Paulette Nava
Annette Anacabe from Helena Czajkowski
Nathan Foley-Mendelssohn from Roy Mendelssohn
Bekah Scarborough from Emily Hose
Arlene O’ Bryan from Reynaldo and Valli Barrioz
Yaya Maria Jesus from Esther Szychowski
Gianna Altano from Daniel and Sydney Altano
Marion Palm from Joe Griffin, Susan True
Gerald Campbell from Barbara and Don Bargiacchi
David Buckley from Craig Norleen
Linda Long from Tom Long
Tad Jones from Joshua Niland
Imogene Slaughter from Elaine Wedegaertner
Charles B Standfield from Victoria Standfield
Marion Vincenti from Lisa Vincenti
Michael Schwab from Barbara and Paul Brown
In Memory of (cont’d)

Raphael Ezekial from Margalete Ezekiel
Buddy Gleaton from Barbara Tidmore
Tse-Chiang Chang from Victoria Chang and Douglas Davidson
Venkatalakshamma M R from Vidyullatha Murthy
Tamara Burchell
Pat Nellam from Madelyn McCaul and Mike Rotkin
John Montilla from Dennis and Judy Seger
Roy and Florence Gelin from Roberta Viviani
Adrian Bocanegra from Misty and Erik Jordan
Benjamin Michael Woods from Tim Woods
Ivette Silberman from Mark Zalonam
Alicia Najera from Russell Rodriguez
Marylee Morrison from Judy Cassada
The Romero and Cabrera families from Lisa Scott-Ponce
Tamara Burchell
Mavis Crede from Tammie and Timothy Weigl
Edwin and Astrid Hatfield from Bianca Schmidt
Mary Melko from Sonia Melko
Mickie Magnusson from Yong Bai
Ernest Brooks from Diane and Gary Elia
Thu Fennell from Judy Garrison
Ellen Lay from James Lay
Rubina Shafique from Nameera Akhtar
In Memory of (cont’d)

Pat Nellany from Gerald Cummings
Ivette Silberman from Mark Zalona
Loved ones we lost this year from Lisa Scott-Ponce
Cliff Knudsen from Cornell and Bill Littell
Brenda Sidman from Karole Ishida and John McBain and Cortney Hammett
Hardayl Sekhon from Lauren Apter
Ronald Wyzga from Tim Molak
Ellen Lay from James Lay
Bruce Richmond from Philip Curtiss
Bertha Moberly from Adrienne Moberly Vilaubi and Lawrence Vilaubi
Ron E. Wyzga from Bonda White and Dan Greenbaum
Clifford Knudsen from Gail Bauer, Howard and Yvette Levine, and Pat and William Warmerdam
Elisa Christy from Leslie Garcia
Bertha Moberly from Adrienne Moberly Vilaubi and Lawrence Vilaubi
Barbara Flynn from Diane Flynn
Barion Fowler from Jeannine and Ben Cockrill
Jo Talbott from Leslie Grossman
Valentine from Flo Labrunie
Wayne Christenson from Ann and Perry Brohmer
Phyllis and Larry Collister from Carol George
In Memory of (cont’d)

Janet Bumgarner from Denise Carter, Matthew Azen, Dick and Julana Matson, Marti Salma, Kristofer Velasquez, Tal Kayatsky
Jim Hogan from Michel Courtoy
Paxine Wylde from Chris LaRue
Colleen Lecour from Richard and Colleen Lecour
Beatrice and Joseph Romero from Lisa Scott-Ponce
ABW from Jean Wolff
Thu Fennell from Judy Garrison
Thomas Turrentine from Pat Lordan
Isaac Jack Levy from Rosemary Zumwalt
John and Lucy Cabrera from Susan Cabrera
Ken and Margie Winton from Pat Winton
Mary Alcorn from Robert Alcorn
Frank Mihm from Eileen Mihm
Lost friends from Leslie Auerbach
Lynne Sheehan from Alan Anderson, Sophia Ciotti, Alan and Sandra Brown, Genine Scelfo, Robert Vitale, Brad Maulding, Ellen Carlson, Jackie Grant, Dan Frisch, Kevin and Colleen Doherty, Andrea Lee and George Peek
Ann Jung from Rebecca and Joseph Palascak
Bertha Moberly from Adrienne Moberly Vilaubi and Lawrence Vilaubi
Donald O’Regan from Tiffany Wise-West
Ivette Silberman from Mark Zalona
In Memory of (cont’d)

Janet Bumgarner from Colleen and Greg Dias and Bill and Argie McDonald

Joe Salvia from Sue Quijano

Ken and Rhoda Martyn and Joseph and Dolly Novello from Susan True

Michael ‘Kixstar’ Stockley

Shan Carlson from Monica Hersch, Constance Burnett, Paul Carlson, Catheryn Iwane, Alan Hiromura and Candice Waage